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Abstract. The paths animals take while moving through their environments affect their likelihood of encountering food and other resources; thus, models of foraging behavior abound. To collect movement data appropriate for comparison with these models, we used time-lapse photography to track movements of a small, hardy, and easy-to-obtain organism, *Aquilonastra anomala* sea stars. We recorded the sea stars in a tank over many hours, with and without a food cue. With food present, they covered less distance, as predicted by theory; this strategy would allow them to remain near food. We then compared the paths of the sea stars to three common models of animal movement: Brownian motion, Lévy walks, and correlated random walks; we found that the sea stars’ movements most closely resembled a correlated random walk. Additionally, we compared the search performance of models of Brownian motion, a Lévy walk, and a correlated random walk to that of a model based on the sea stars’ movements. We found that the behavior of the modeled sea star walk was similar to that of the modeled correlated random walk and the Brownian motion model, but that the sea star walk was slightly more likely than the other walks to find targets at intermediate distances. While organisms are unlikely to follow an idealized random walk in all details, our data suggest that comparing the effectiveness of an organism’s paths to those from theory can give insight into the organism’s actual movement strategy. Finally, automated optical tracking of invertebrates proved feasible, and *A. anomala* was revealed to be a tractable, 2D-movement study system.

Introduction

Many organisms forage, or move through the environment in search of food, but the ways they determine how to move (when to turn, how long to go in one direction, how to incorporate cues, how to change patterns given different food distributions) are still not well understood. The search path an organism takes affects its likelihood of encountering food or other resources, and different paths are more effective in different environments (Bartumeus et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2008). Different random walk models have been proposed as ways to understand and simulate search behaviors. In such models, animal movements are modeled as discrete steps (vectors) between subsequent animal positions. For an animal moving in two dimensions (2D), the steps are typically characterized by two random variables representing 1) step length and 2) direction or turn angle. Three common random walk models are Brownian motion, Lévy walks, and correlated random walks (Bartumeus et al., 2005).

Brownian motion has been used to model movement of animals, including feeding sharks (Humphries et al., 2010) and insect pests (Petrovskii et al., 2012). Brownian motion is predicted to occur when an animal is feeding in an area with high densities of food (Humphries et al., 2010), and is likely to be the consequence of frequent encounters with resources (de Jager et al., 2013). Because steps are often truncated by food encounters, step length is correlated with the spatial distribution of food items. Brownian motion is
observed when the steps are “short” and in uniformly random directions. Step lengths are typically drawn from an exponentially decaying distribution or a finite distribution, such as Gaussian, Rayleigh, or chi-squared; all result in similar overall behavior with generally short steps (Mörters and Peres, 2010). Turn angles (α) are drawn from a uniform distribution (Bartumeus et al., 2005). The relatively short steps and lack of directionality result in a walker frequently returning to previously visited areas and experiencing slow movement away from the starting location (Viswanathan et al., 1992), which could keep it within areas of high-food density.

In contrast to Brownian motion, Lévy walks include rare, relatively “long” steps. Step lengths are typically drawn from a “fat-tailed” distribution such as a power-law (e.g., Pareto) (Newman, 2005), where the exponent of the power law is 1 < μ ≤ 3 (thus decreasing more slowly than exponential). Turn angles are drawn from a uniform distribution (Bartumeus et al., 2005). Both step length and turn angle are uncorrelated and independent of one another. The occasional long steps are hypothesized to result in efficient searching when resources are located in sparsely and randomly distributed patches, in part because a Lévy walker is less likely to revisit a previously visited site than a walker without occasional long steps (Viswanathan et al., 1999).

Field studies have reported Lévy patterns in a number of animals, including honey bees (Reynolds et al., 2007), spider monkeys (Ramos-Fernández et al., 2004), human hunter-gatherers (Raichlen et al., 2014), sharks, bony fishes, sea turtles, and penguins (Sims et al., 2008). However, these results are controversial due to questions about the accuracy of tracking methods and statistical techniques (Benhamou, 2007; Petrovskii et al., 2011; Edwards et al., 2012; Jansen et al., 2012; Pyke, 2015).

Both the Brownian and Lévy models discussed here are discretized idealizations of foraging paths, in which the discrete time intervals are longer than any turning or movement dynamics. This need not be the case, and correlated random walks can capture the short-term, directional nature of movement by using turn angles drawn from a non-uniform distribution such as a wrapped normal or von Mises with a peak at zero degrees (Bartumeus et al., 2005). Typically, as in Brownian walks, correlated random walks have a finite or exponentially decaying step length distribution; only the distribution of turn angles is different (Kareiva and Shigesada, 1983; Crist et al., 1992; Bartumeus et al., 2005).

Movements of animals, including beetles (Crist et al., 1992), caribou (Bergman et al., 2000), and ants (Sendova-Franks and Van Lent, 2002) have been modeled as correlated random walks at timescales short enough that directional persistence mattered.

Different movement patterns will be effective when food is in the nearby vicinity versus when it is not, so some organisms exhibit changes in movement behaviors triggered by food-related sensory cues. Two commonly observed changes are decreased velocity and increased turning rates, which, presumably, keep the organism near the food. For example, the ciliate Favella sp. and the protistan predator Oxyrihs marina move more slowly in the presence of prey stimuli (Buskey and Stoecker 1989; Menden-Deuer and Grünbaum 2006). These organisms and the sea star Astropecten articulatus show increased turning rates in the presence of prey stimuli (Buskey and Stoecker 1989; Beddington and McClintock, 1993; Menden-Deuer and Grünbaum 2006).

Based on the large number of studies reporting Lévy walks in diverse taxa and the theoretical advantages of Lévy walks in environments such as the ocean floor, where food is patchily distributed, we hypothesized that we would observe Lévy walks in sea stars. We tested this hypothesis by comparing movements of Aquilonastra anomala (H. L. Clark, 1921) to random walk models. First, we obtained step lengths and turn angles by filming the animals in time lapse as they moved through the tank, tracking them using computer vision methods. We then used maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to fit parameters under the different model assumptions. Finally, we ran simulations using the fitted parameters from MLE and determined the walks’ likelihood of encountering targets at different distances from the starting position, as a measure of the relative search performance of the different random walk strategies.

We also hypothesized that when food is nearby, A. anomala would move more slowly and exhibit larger and more frequent turns in order to remain in the vicinity of the food. To test this theory, we used the same filming and tracking setup under two treatments: with and without a chunk of clam present in the tank. From the track data, we then compared speed, distance traveled, time spent moving, and turning rate between trials with clam versus without clam.

Materials and Methods

Collection, maintenance, and identification of animals

Eleven small sea stars (0.5–0.75 cm in diameter from arm tip to arm tip) were obtained from saltwater aquaria maintained for other research in the Department of Mathematics of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). When not in trials, the sea stars were maintained at 22 °C and 32–34 psu in a tank containing other invertebrates (anemones, hermit crabs, and a sea urchin). The tank population was fed TetraMin Tropical Flakes (Tetra U.S., Blacksburg, VA) twice a week, and the sea stars also fed on algae growing on the glass.

Sea stars were identified based on recent revisionary work on the Asterinidae by O’Loughlin and Waters (2004) and O’Loughlin and Bribiesca-Contreras (2015), and by comparison with specimens from the National Museum of...
The duration of the study was 10 days. Artificial seawater (ASW) temperature remained near 24.1 °C for experimental purposes, and the aquarium conditions were maintained between 32 and 34 psu. To clean the tub, sea stars were removed for 10 min, during which the tub and gravel were rinsed twice with distilled water and then not given food besides the clam pieces in the tub during the trials with clam. The trials were performed so that sea stars experienced 18 h of light during filming, followed by 6 h of darkness between trials.

All trials began by scattering the 11 sea stars across the tub; sea stars were placed on the substratum so that they were roughly evenly spaced. To test the effect of a food cue on sea star movements, a clam treatment, in which a chunk of canned clam (Fancy Whole Baby Clams; Bumble Bee Seafoods, San Diego, CA) was placed near the center of the tub. Sea stars are often scavengers, and to ascertain whether *Aquilonastra anomalá* would feed on the clam, we placed a few chunks in their tank several weeks before we began the experiment. We observed that multiple sea stars did move onto the clam chunk and appear to feed. Ten total trials, five controls without clam and five with clam, were carried out in random order. Trials began between 22:00 and 22:30, and sea stars were filmed for a total of 18 h. Animals were not fed between trials.

The first 10 hours were considered an acclimation period, and only movements in the last 8 h were analyzed. Within the acclimation period, the first 8 h was a period of extremely high activity, in which nearly all sea stars moved rapidly throughout the tank. Following this initial high activity, sea stars were mostly dormant until around the tenth hour, corresponding with 08:00 to 08:30, when activity increased, and remained at that level until the end of the trial. During the acclimation period, there was no difference in the behavior of the sea stars between trials with and without clam. During a test trial initiated at 16:00, sea stars also showed an uptick in activity about 10 h later (02:00), as well as no additional increase in activity at 08:00. Therefore, we chose to align trials based on time elapsed rather than wall clock time, since the sea stars were placed in the tank. All data reported here are from elapsed time 10:00 to 18:00.

Because of the possibility of temperature affecting overall activity, we verified that the lights used for filming did not appreciably raise the temperature of the seawater, and that temperature was constant during trials. An aquarium thermometer was placed in the tank and the temperature was recorded every half hour for 15 h. Temperature started at 22.3 °C and increased by 1.8 °C per half-hour, leveling off at 24.1 °C at elapsed time 10:00.

In trials with the clam treatment, all sea stars that actually encountered the clam chunk (zero sea stars (one trial), one

---

**Experimental setup**

Animals were filmed in an arena (Fig. 1) consisting of a 17-liter tub (Sterilite, Townsend, MA), dimensions (lwh) 40 × 33 × 16 cm, lined with black gravel, and filled with artificial seawater (ASW) (InstantOcean, Blacksburg, VA). Artificial seawater temperature remained near 24.1 °C for the duration of the 8 h of data collection. Four days before the first trial, sea stars were placed in the filming tank in the room, with the overhead lights and the two 60-W lights used to illuminate the tank (see next section) turned on. During these 4 acclimation days, water changes were performed on the same schedule as during the trials and sea stars were not fed. During the 10 days of trials, sea stars were kept in the tub and not given food besides the clam pieces in the tub during the trials with clam. The trials were performed so that sea stars experienced 18 h of light during filming, followed by 6 h of darkness between trials.

All trials began by scattering the 11 sea stars across the tub; sea stars were placed on the substratum so that they were roughly evenly spaced. To test the effect of a food cue on sea star movements, a clam treatment, in which a chunk of canned clam (Fancy Whole Baby Clams; Bumble Bee Seafoods, San Diego, CA) was placed near the center of the tub. Sea stars are often scavengers, and to ascertain whether *Aquilonastra anomalá* would feed on the clam, we placed a few chunks in their tank several weeks before we began the experiment. We observed that multiple sea stars did move onto the clam chunk and appear to feed. Ten total trials, five controls without clam and five with clam, were carried out in random order. Trials began between 22:00 and 22:30, and sea stars were filmed for a total of 18 h. Animals were not fed between trials.

The first 10 hours were considered an acclimation period, and only movements in the last 8 h were analyzed. Within the acclimation period, the first 8 h was a period of extremely high activity, in which nearly all sea stars moved rapidly throughout the tank. Following this initial high activity, sea stars were mostly dormant until around the tenth hour, corresponding with 08:00 to 08:30, when activity increased, and remained at that level until the end of the trial. During the acclimation period, there was no difference in the behavior of the sea stars between trials with and without clam. During a test trial initiated at 16:00, sea stars also showed an uptick in activity about 10 h later (02:00), as well as no additional increase in activity at 08:00. Therefore, we chose to align trials based on time elapsed rather than wall clock time, since the sea stars were placed in the tank. All data reported here are from elapsed time 10:00 to 18:00.

Because of the possibility of temperature affecting overall activity, we verified that the lights used for filming did not appreciably raise the temperature of the seawater, and that temperature was constant during trials. An aquarium thermometer was placed in the tank and the temperature was recorded every half hour for 15 h. Temperature started at 22.3 °C and increased by 1.8 °C per half-hour, leveling off at 24.1 °C at elapsed time 10:00.

In trials with the clam treatment, all sea stars that actually encountered the clam chunk (zero sea stars (one trial), one

---

**Figure 1.** Filming arena and setup. Sterilite (Townsend, MA) tub dimensions (lwh) are 40 × 33 × 16 cm. DSLR, digital single-lens reflex.
sea star (one trial), two sea stars (one trial), and three sea stars (two trials) stopped moving and appeared to feed.

**Time-lapse filming and automatic tracking**

A Nikon digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera (D70s or D300s; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) fitted with a 24-mm f/2.8 lens (NIKKOR; Nikon) was mounted on a tripod (Manfrotto, Cassola, Italy) to take images from directly above the tank (Fig. 1). An interval timer (Aputure, Shenzhen, China) attached to the camera triggered the shutter every 8 s to provide time lapse. One 60-W, incandescent light was placed on either side of the tub at a height of 40 cm to provide illumination for photos. Black poster board was placed above the camera and against the wall behind the tub to eliminate reflections. The lens was also fitted with a linear polarizer (Tiffen, Hauppauge, NY), rotated to eliminate further reflections from the free surface. Before the start of each trial, we obtained a 2D calibration using images of a ruler placed on the substratum.

We automatically detected and tracked sea stars in all videos, using specially written scripts in Python (Python Core Team, 2015) (Fig. 2). A sample video of tracked sea stars is available (see video online). Methods were similar to those used previously in automatic detection of ruby-throated hummingbirds (Sholtis et al., 2015) and cliff swallows (Shelton et al., 2014). Here, a Haar cascade (Viola and Jones, 2001), implemented in the OpenCV library (Bradski, 2008), and trained using a manually digitized subset of 112 randomly selected images from the data set, was used to identify bounding box regions in which an *Aquilonastra anomala* was detected (Fig. 2b). We then applied Kalman filters to match the detections with tracks by creating state observers for each track and assigning new detections to preexisting tracks or spawning new tracks as needed. At the end of all automatic steps, a human quality assurance check (Fig. 2c) was used to separate out false detections, verify identities, and join tracks that had become divided during processing. Following tracking, we applied the linear calibration obtained above to convert from pixel coordinates to a 2D, real-world coordinate system. Source code for tracking steps and the quality assurance tool are available from Evangelista (2014). Downstream calculations were accomplished in both R (R Core Team, 2015) and Python (ver. 2.7; Python Core Team, 2015).

As a result of the Haar cascade search, the automatic tracking process can introduce small (1–2 pixels), uncorrelated errors in position that may affect the integration; we therefore smoothed the tracks by decimating the position data to every 25th frame and interpolating between these frames with a cubic spline, using the first derivative of the spline to estimate the components of velocity, \( v_x \) and \( v_y \). The 25-frame interval corresponds to 200 s, during which moving sea stars traveled a mean of 3 cm; spline fits were also verified by plotting.

When comparing the sea stars’ movements to random walk models, we used the sea star’s positions from every 25th frame. Sampling at too fine a scale is problematic; small wobbles in the animal’s position that have nothing to do with the animal’s overall forward motion can have undue influence on the analysis, as can measurement errors. For example, the detected sideways movement of a sea star
tilting slightly as it crawls over a slanted piece of gravel should not affect our results. Our autocorrelation analysis showed that at time intervals less than 25 frames, sea star movements are highly correlated time series and therefore do not provide useful information about the animals’ overall movement. Thus, to avoid measuring minuscule changes in position that are too small to give information about the animal’s path, or that are unrelated to the animal’s overall motion, we used 25 frames (200 s) as the time interval for analysis.

**Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of movement parameters**

We examined four movement parameters: time-based step length, straight-line step length, heading \((\theta)\), and turn angle \((\alpha)\). Time-based step length is the distance between a sea star’s positions at sequential time steps; straight-line step length is the distance traveled between turning events; heading is the direction of its movement relative to axes imposed on the tank; and turn angle is the difference in angle between sequential headings. Straight-line step length analyses are discussed further (see next section). Both time-based steps and straight-line steps that occurred when a sea star traveled along the edge of the arena were removed from the analysis.

In maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of movement parameters we used the same sea star movement data from 10:00 to 18:00. For MLE, the raw data were not smoothed, and the effect of varying time scales (25 and 200 frames) was considered in computing step lengths and angles. Because step length and angle distributions for individuals appeared similar, and because running the analysis separately on clam and no-clam trials had virtually no impact on the fit parameters, the MLE analyses presented here pooled all data.

Brownian and Lévy models assume that each step (length and direction) is independent of the previous step; therefore, we first examined the autocorrelation after Denny et al. (2009) of time-based step length, heading \(\theta\), and turn angle \(\alpha\) considering no decimation, as well as 25, 100, and 200 frames. To check the autocorrelation, each sequence was first normalized to obtain zero-mean unit variance: \(y = (x - \bar{x}) / s\), where \(\bar{x}\) is the mean and \(s\) is the standard deviation. The discrete autocorrelation \(R_n = \sum R_l = \sum_n y[n] y[n - l]\), where \(R_n\) denotes the correlation of \(y\) with itself, \(n\) is the frame number, and \(l\) is a frame lag at which the autocorrelation is to be computed. \(R\) provides a measure of how correlated a sea star’s movements are with themselves at frame lag \(l\). An additional measure is the decorrelation lag time, the time lag where \(R\) first crosses zero (Denny et al., 2009). Autocorrelation was calculated using Python scripts and the SciPy (Jones et al., 2015) and NumPy (van der Walt et al., 2011) libraries.

Random walk models were then fitted using MLE. For each statistical model, the negative log-likelihood was computed under assumed parameters. The parameters were varied, using a limited-memory bounded Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS-B) optimization algorithm to find minimized negative log-likelihood. For MLE, we used Python and the SciPy and NumPy libraries. Steps and angles were estimated separately.

For turn angles, we considered two models: uniformly distributed and a circular normal (von Mises) distribution.

For time-based step lengths, we considered several models: uniform distribution (an uninformative null model); Lévy as a Pareto distribution; and Brownian and correlated random as exponential, Rayleigh, and chi-squared distributions. After MLE, models were compared using their respective Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), given by \(AIC = 2k - 2\ln(L)\), where \(L\) is the maximum value of the likelihood function for the model and \(k\) is the number of independently adjusted parameters within the model (Akaike, 1974; Burnham and Anderson, 2002; Evangelista et al., 2014).

**Analysis using straight-line step lengths**

While Lévy walks can be defined using time-based step lengths (Ghaemi et al., 2009; Majumdar, 2010), many biological analyses have examined Lévy walks using straight-line step lengths (for example, Reynolds et al., 2007; Humphries et al., 2012). We calculated straight-line step lengths by choosing a minimum turn angle and then looking at each time-based step; if the difference between the initial heading of the current straight-line step and the heading of the next time-based step was less than the minimum turn angle, the time-based step was absorbed into the straight-line step; if the difference in heading was greater than the minimum turn angle, the time-based step was considered the start of the next straight-line step (Reynolds et al., 2007). Because AIC comparisons cannot be done between data sets, we did not compare fits to the straight-line step length distribution with fits to the time-based step length distribution. Instead, we used techniques described by Clauzet et al. (2009) to determine whether a Pareto (that is, power law) distribution fit the straight-line step length distribution; we also tested an exponential fit for comparison. To check whether the specific minimum turn angle used had an impact on the results, we performed this analysis using straight-line steps generated with minimum turn angles ranging from \(5^\circ\) to \(90^\circ\) by \(5^\circ\)-increments (Reynolds et al., 2007).
Simulation of random walks

To examine behavior in an unconstrained case of an infinitely large tank and to test the effect of different angle and step distributions, we simulated random walks based on the same models used to fit observed *Aquilonastra anomala* movements. A Python script was used to simulate random walks, using the same parameters obtained from MLE. In addition, the observed movement data were shuffled and resampled, with replacement, to provide an additional random walk case based on actual *A. anomala* movements. Step sizes and turn angles were obtained as random variables drawn from each distribution of interest, and these were then summed to obtain a walker’s position at each 25th frame. The frames in between were then linearly interpolated.

Detectors 5 cm in diameter were modeled at radial distances from 5 cm to 1 m, to count when random walkers crossed through them. The number of hits and the number of walkers recorded at each detector were then tabulated to obtain the probability that a walker would hit the detector at least once during 8 h of simulated time. The simulation was initially conducted with 10,000 or 30,000 walkers; a convergence check was conducted with 1 million walkers to validate results. All results plotted here used the final result from 1 million walkers.

Movement with and without food

To examine the effect of the food cue on overall movement, we integrated the tracks to determine the total distance traveled, time spent moving, and average speed while moving. Total distance traveled was calculated as the sum $\sum \Delta r$, where speed $V = \sqrt{V_x^2 + V_y^2}$. Starfish were separately marked as “moving” if they moved more than a 2-pixel autodetection threshold. Time spent moving was then the sum of the time steps marked as moving. Similarly, the average speed while moving was the mean of $V$ for time steps marked as moving. Calculations used Python; results were plotted and evaluated further in R.

To be able to compare differences in behavior of individual sea stars with and without clam, sea stars were identified across trials using size, shape, and number of arms. We then used a linear mixed-effects model to check for the effects of presence or absence of clam, trial, and individual on measures of overall movement.

Results

Autocorrelation

The autocorrelation for both step size and angle is shown in Figure 3. Autocorrelation is non-zero in both step length and heading out to a few hundred frames. Figure 4 compares the decorrelation time lag for step and heading, without and with clam. Step lag times are significantly different ($t$-test, $P = 0.01818$, $t = 2.1883$, $df = 30.795$) between no clam and clam, while heading lag times are not ($t$-test, $P = 0.1688$, $t = 0.969$, $df = 46.344$) (Fig. 4). Autocorrelation did not show individual effects when tested with a two-way ANOVA, either for individual effects ($P = 0.590$, $F = 0.8868$, $df = 16$) or for interactions between individual and treatment ($P = 0.472$, $F = 1.0017$, $df = 11$).

Angle distribution and step distribution

The headings ($\theta$) used by sea stars (Fig. 5) are approximately uniformly distributed, but with peaks at cardinal headings $0^\circ$, $90^\circ$, $180^\circ$, and $-90^\circ$. The peaks are likely an experimental artifact resulting from the finite limits of the tank; otherwise, sea stars showed no preference for travel in a particular direction.

Distribution of frame-to-frame turn angles ($\alpha$) showed a clear tendency towards smaller angles, meaning, sea stars tended to continue roughly straight (Fig. 6a, c); that is, their direction was correlated in time at time steps of 25 frames (200 s); at time steps of 200 frames (1600 s) the turn angles looked uniform and uncorrelated (Fig. 6b, d). Table 1A gives the results for MLE of turn angle distribution at time steps of 25 frames. The turns showed no bias towards either the left or right.

Time-based lengths of the sea stars are shown in Figure 7. Table 1B gives the results for MLE of step length.

For the Lévy analysis of straight-line step lengths, the Pareto fit was rejected by the Kolmogorov Smirnov statistic.
(D) for distributions generated with all tested minimum turn angles. The closest fit occurred when the minimum turn angle was 25° (P/H11005 10/H11002 5, where P/H11021 0.05 rejects the fit, D/H11005 0.0878), and the worst fit occurred with minimum turn angle of 5° (P/H11005 10/H11002 13, D/H11005 0.1200) (Fig. 8). At a minimum turn angle of 25°, an exponential fit was slightly better (P/H11005 0.024, D/H11005 0.0580).

Simulation of random walks

Example random walks are shown in Figure 9. The resulting probability of detecting a 5-cm target at different target distances after an equivalent 8-h run is shown in Figure 10. Of the modeled walks, the Brownian walks had the highest success when the targets were short distances away (<7 cm); the modeled Aquilonastra anomala walk was the most successful for targets between about 7 cm and 22.5 cm; the correlated random walk was most successful for targets between 22.5 cm and 49 cm; and the Lévy walk was the most successful for targets farther away than 49 cm. For targets at all distances, the success curve of the modeled A. anomala walk was similar to that of the Brownian and correlated random walks, while the Lévy walk success curve showed distinct behavior (Fig. 10).

Movement with and without food

We created a linear mixed-effects model incorporating presence of clam as a fixed variable, and trial and individual as random variables. An ANOVA of the model found that the presence of clam had a significant effect on total distance traveled (P/H11005 0.0237, F/H11005 5.5803). Sea stars in trials without clam traveled 0.79 ± 0.11 m (mean ± SE), compared to 0.45 ± 0.10 m in trials with clam (Fig. 11a). The difference in total distance traveled was due to a difference in time spent moving, not in speed when moving (Fig. 11b). There was no difference between the two groups in mean speed of the sea stars when moving (13.2 ± 0.6 m h⁻¹ for no-clam trials and 12 ± 1 m h⁻¹ for clam trials). However, among active sea stars, those in the no-clam trials spent more time moving (1.9 ± 0.17 h) than sea stars in the clam trials (1.2 ± 0.2 h); an ANOVA of a linear mixed-effects model found that P/H11005 0.0385 (F/H11005 4.6138).

No differences in turn angles between consecutive walk segments or in net to gross displacement ratios (both measures of how straight the sea stars’ paths were) were found between the clam and no-clam trials.

Discussion

We compared the movements of Aquilonastra anomala sea stars to three random walk models (Brownian motion,
Le\’vy walks, and correlated random walks) by examining the sea stars’ step length and turn angle distributions. At time steps of 200 s (25 frames), the distribution of time-based step lengths of *A. anomala* was well approximated by a chi-squared distribution (Fig. 7, Table 1B), and the distribution of turn angles was well approximated by a circular normal (von Mises) distribution (Fig. 6, Table 1A). Additionally, the distribution of straight-line step lengths was not well approximated by a Pareto distribution (and an exponential distribution used for comparison proved to be a slightly better fit) (Fig. 8). Therefore, our hypothesis that *A. anomala* would exhibit Le\’vy walks was not supported. Movements of *A. anomala* are instead well modeled as a correlated random walk.

We also looked at whether the presence of food cues in the tank would affect distance traveled, speed, and turning frequency. The sea stars spent less time moving in trials with food cues and, as we predicted, covered less distance; however, they did not exhibit slower speed when moving, nor did they turn more frequently.

**Figure 6.** When sampled at short intervals (25 frames, left) (a) and (c), such that movements are still correlated, observed frame-to-frame angle changes (\(\theta\)) appear forward-skewed, indicative of a directionally correlated process, and are best approximated by a circular normal (von Mises) distribution. Sampling at longer intervals removes the forward skew (200 frames, right) (b) and (d), resulting in angles that are approximately uniformly distributed and would indicate a directionally uncorrelated process (see \(\Delta\)AIC, Table 1A).

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Log likelihood</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>(\Delta)AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>-192308</td>
<td>384616</td>
<td>47,725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>von Mises</td>
<td>(\mu = 0) (fixed), (\kappa = 1.44587) (minimum)</td>
<td>-168443</td>
<td>336891</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A. Turn angle (\(\alpha\))**

**B. Step length**

The best-fit model to turn angle distribution is the von Mises (circular normal), showing that direction is correlated at the scales examined and is consistent with a correlated random walk. The best-fit model for step length distribution is the chi-squared distribution, which is consistent with Brownian motion or a correlated random walk. In the von Mises (circular normal) distribution, \(\mu\) is a measure of location and is analogous to the mean in a normal distribution, \(\kappa\) is a measure of concentration, and \(1/\kappa\) is analogous to the variance of a normal distribution. In the Pareto distribution, \(\alpha\) is the power parameter, and \(\lambda\) is the exponent parameter of the exponential distribution. In the Rayleigh distribution, \(1/\kappa\) is the scale parameter. In the chi-squared distribution, \(df\) indicates degrees of freedom, and \(\kappa\) is the noncentrality parameter.

AIC, Akaike Information Criteria; MLE, maximum likelihood estimation; NA not applicable.

Lévy walks, and correlated random walks) by examining the sea stars’ step length and turn angle distributions. At time steps of 200 s (25 frames), the distribution of time-based step lengths of *A. anomala* was well approximated by a chi-squared distribution (Fig. 7, Table 1B), and the distribution of turn angles was well approximated by a circular normal (von Mises) distribution (Fig. 6, Table 1A). Additionally, the distribution of straight-line step lengths was not well approximated by a Pareto distribution (and an exponential distribution used for comparison proved to be a slightly better fit) (Fig. 8). Therefore, our hypothesis that *A. anomala* would exhibit Lévy walks was not supported. Movements of *A. anomala* are instead well modeled as a correlated random walk.

We also looked at whether the presence of food cues in the tank would affect distance traveled, speed, and turning frequency. The sea stars spent less time moving in trials with food cues and, as we predicted, covered less distance; however, they did not exhibit slower speed when moving, nor did they turn more frequently.

**Movements of Aquilonastra anomala resembled a correlated random walk**

For *A. anomala*, step lengths appeared to have a finite distribution well approximated by a chi-squared distribution (Fig. 7, Table 1B), while turn angles at time steps of 200 s were not uniform, instead appearing circular normal (von Mises) (Fig. 6, Table 1A). We also observed significant autocorrelation in movements of up to fairly long duration (1600 s) (Fig. 3). We conclude that actual *A. anomala* movements most closely resemble a correlated random walk. Autocorrelation and non-uniform turn angles rule out...
a Brownian model for time steps below 1600 s because Brownian motion assumes uncorrelated turn angles. The finite, small step sizes are not well modeled under Lévy assumptions. Furthermore, the searching performance of the modeled *A. anomala* walker was very similar to that of the modeled correlated random walker, further supporting the similarity of the two walks (Fig. 10).

If the movements were downsampled so that the interval between movements was more than 1600 s (about half an hour), the steps and angles would match an idealized Brownian walk but would still be dissimilar to a Lévy walk (Fig. 6b, d). However, such coarse time sampling may not always be desired in studies of animal motion. For example, examination of the trails of the asteroid *Oreaster reticulatus* in the field have shown that these sea stars tend to travel between one and two body lengths between feeding events, and turn angles showed correlation at the study’s time step size of 4 h, during which, at the animals’ average speed, an individual would have traveled roughly 80 body lengths (Scheibling, 1981). In situations like this, where an animal’s resource encounters take place at a scale much smaller than the scale at which angle autocorrelation disappears, modeling movement during foraging using non-directional models would miss relevant behavior.

Intermediate search behaviors outside of typical Brownian or Lévy assumptions may be more effective at middling distances and in ecologically relevant, bounded spaces.

Our simulations showed that the *Aquilonastra anomala* model had the highest encounter probability of the four
models for targets between 7 cm and 22.5 cm from the starting point (Fig. 10). The Brownian model performed best at the shortest distances (< 7 cm); the correlated random walk model overtook the Brownian model at 16.5 cm, and overtook the sea star model at 22.5 cm. The curves of the Brownian, correlated random walk, and sea star models all showed similar behavior, while the Lévy walk model’s curve looked very different. The Lévy walk became most effective at hitting targets at 49 cm from the start point, outperforming the other models when the target was at far distances, but doing comparatively poorly for distances below about 30 cm. The modeled sea star outperformed the Brownian, correlated random, and Lévy models at intermediate distances, and its success did not fall off as quickly at longer distances as that of the Brownian model. However, both the Brownian model and the sea star model were outperformed at longer distances by the correlated random walk model and the Lévy model.

The sea stars in this study were in a small area (about 70 body lengths × 80 body lengths). This constraint is not necessarily biologically unrealistic, though, as many sea stars spend time in closed areas such as a tide pool or on the surface of a rock. Because Lévy walks have long step lengths and spread out quickly from the starting point, they are ineffective over a small area, and may not confer advantage in bounded environments. Large pelagic animals needing to search huge, essentially unbounded areas might benefit from a movement pattern resembling a Lévy walk. However, organisms that remain in a bounded environment, like on a rock or in the shelter of a coral clump or other structure, would benefit from a movement pattern (like Brownian motion or a correlated random walk) that thoroughly traverses a small region.

This study and others of random walk behavior operate under the assumption that recorded movements reflect animals that are searching for food (or another resource). Because the sea stars showed a tendency to bury themselves in the gravel and sit still for long periods of time, we find it likely that those that were moving were indeed searching for something. Furthermore, the fact that sea stars in tanks without clam covered more distance than sea stars in trials with clam suggests that they were searching for food cues.

**Aquilonastra anomala alter movements in the presence of food**

The decreased movement by sea stars when clam was present in the tank (Fig. 11a) is consistent with our hypothesis that *A. anomala* would move less in the presence of food to remain near the food. Rather than reduce their speed when moving, the sea stars spent less time moving (Fig. 11b) in the clam trials. We found no evidence to support our hypothesis that sea stars in the clam trials would turn more frequently or display paths with more curvature than sea stars in the no-clam trials.

**Method considerations for future studies of movement behavior**

The automatic tracking techniques presented here were able to accurately track sea stars in a large number of frames...
in a shorter time than would have been possible with manual tracking. While our methods were employed in the lab, automatic optical tracking is potentially useful for field studies of sea stars or other marine invertebrates. Attempts to microchip sea stars revealed that the animals could transport tags within the coelom and clear them from their bodies (Olsen et al., 2015), and a camera-based optical system that was stationary, in a fixed observatory or mounted on an autonomous vehicle could work well for field studies of species that tend to stay in a relatively small area.

Additionally, when choosing a time step for a movement study, our results reinforce the need to check the autocorrelation. If the goal is to examine long-time scale movement behavior using random walk models with uncorrelated steps, it is not necessary to sample at time scales at which movement is correlated. On the other hand, studies interested in taking into account smaller-scale movements and correlation should use time steps small enough to show autocorrelation, as coarser steps can mask details that may be relevant to the question at hand.
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